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Our newwebsite at www.bdslive.comdivides into
the industry sectors that BDS services with its
world-classmetadata: Libraries, Publishers, the
Book Trade andHome Entertainment.
Popular features, such as the online CIP data entry
form for publishers and access to BDS’s online
catalogue, BDSLive, have been revamped, while
the services and benefits of workingwith BDS are
covered through quick-to-accessmenus and
logical navigation.

“We realised that we could no longer
accommodate our growing portfolio of services
within the existingwebsite structure and a new,
simplified bdslive.comhad to take its place,” says
Eric Green, ManagingDirector of BDSDigital, the
IT andweb development armof BDS that built the
new site.
Already bdslive.com is seeing a steady increase in
traffic.
“Aswe all move into a future wheremetadata is
set to play an increasingly significant role in our
daily lives, we are delighted to offer our customers
this new, sector-orientedwebsite whichwill allow
visitors to appreciate the value of BDSmetadata
and services as we search, identify, purchase and
consume online,” says LesleyWhyte, Managing
Director of BDS.

BDSlife GoesOnline
Our popularmagazine ismoving online and is
renamed, BDSlife.

The change offers a broader range of topics, up-
to-the-minute online communication, and
reflects the need formore environmentally
friendly productionmethods.
“BDS has grown since ourmagazine, BDSLife for
Libraries, began in 2004,” says LesleyWhyte, the
magazine’s editor. “Nowwe are online, we can
offer a range of topics to awider audiencewhile
retaining our focus.”
Readers can filter articles in the fields relating to
libraries, publishing, the book trade or home
entertainment. Moving online ensures that
articles appear closer to the events towhich they
refer, for example, an industry conference.
All previous editions of BDSLife for Libraries are
available through the BDSwebsite or via the
onlinemagazine platform, Issuu.
“Breadth of interest is whatmade our previous
magazine so successful and I don’t aim to change
that,” says Lesley.

BDS has been busy during lockdown. As libraries, bookshops and businesses reopen, we
present a freshway to communicatewith theworld: a newwebsite, a newmagazine, and a
brandingmakeover that distills what BDS is: yourmetadata partner.

ALLNEW BDS by LesleyWhyte

BDSlife
magazine
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BDS has successfully retained the
Technology Excellence in Libraries Award
(TEiLA).
TEiLA is specific to libraries and the library supply
chain and is awarded to organisations that
demonstrate a commitment to industry
standards while deploying technologies identified
by BIC as being of benefit to the library sector.
“Following themost recentmeeting of the BIC
Technology Excellence in Libraries Award (TEiLA)
Accreditation Panel, I am delighted to inform you
that Bibliographic Data Services Ltd has
successfully retained an award on this Scheme for
the period, June 2020 –May 2021.
Congratulations again!” writes Alaina-Marie
Bassett, BusinessManager at Book Industry
Communication Ltd (BIC).
The award is presented in recognition of BDS’s
efforts and achievements in deploying beneficial
technologies and adhering to industry standards.
It covers the areas of bibliographic information
supply and usage, electronic communicationwith
suppliers, RFID solutions and systems integration
and automationwith a view to improve customer
service and operational efficiency at lower cost.

Industry Experts
A panel of industry experts who are familiar with
library technologies andwhose organisations
have all achieved accreditation themselves,meet
to discuss each application assisted by analysis
provided by BIC. The Panel decides if the applicant
has achieved a sufficient score to be accredited.
“To retain such an award, judged by our peers in
the industry, is a significant achievement,” says
KeithWalters, TradeDataManager at BDS, “it
rewards all the fantastic work the BDS teamhave
put in, from cataloguers to IT, to sales and
support, and demonstrates that it is benefitting
thewhole library sector and its customers.”
The TEiLA accreditation scheme helps to
promote, encourage and reward activity in the
library supply chain. It is free, easy to apply for and
open to all. Applicants who pass can display their
certificate and logowherever theywish, and
applicants who fail,
do so in complete
confidence and
can receive advice
fromBIC on how to
improve.

TEiLAAWARD FORBDS

www.bdslive.com/bdslife-magazine-sign-up

BDS has appointedHeather Sherman to a newly created role
of Director of Academic LibraryOperations.
The positionwill allow BDS to address growthwithin the academic
library sector, maintaining the company’s high standards in customer
relations while introducingHeather’s vast experience in library
systems, technology, physical and digital supply chains,metadata
life-cycle, e-commerce, eBooks, acquisitions and cataloguing in
relation to academic libraries.
“We are delighted towelcomeHeather Sherman as a seniormember
of the BDS team,” says LesleyWhyte, ManagingDirector of BDS. “We

haveworkedwith Heather when shewas at Dawson Bookswhere she played a key role in the Library
Leadership Team asHead of Library ProgrammeManagement. She is an ideal fit for BDS aswemove
forwardwith our business.”

Experience and Expertise
Before joining Dawson in 2005, Heather began her career as a graduate trainee at the British Library. She
has held posts within academic libraries and hasworkedwith libraries worldwide including the Bodleian
Library, Imperial College, the University of South Africa, and Public Libraries throughout Ireland. A regular
presenter at conferences and training events, she is amember of several industry committees.
“I am looking forward to the challenges ofmy new role within BDS andmeeting BDS’ customers,” says
Heather. “I believemy substantial commercial experience in the librarymetadata supply chain, stock
supply and related services alongsidemy knowledge of the academic library sector will bring benefits to
libraries and BDS alike.”
Contact Heather on heather.sherman@bdslive.comor call her on 07711 378086.

MEETHEATHERSHERMAN
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“We’ll take you the longway
round,” saysHeidi Mulvey, Head
of Community Engagement, who
greetsmewith her colleague,
Cambridge University Press
Archivist, RosGrooms.

Brightly lit corridors lead into a vast
officewhere staff areworking on
today’s Cambridge University
Press publications. But I am here to
visit the past, to get a glimpse of
the oldest working printing and
publishing house in theworld.

A few twists and turns where,
occasionally, Heidi points into the
distance and announces, “that’s
Bibles down there,” and “English
language teaching is behind us”,
andwe enter a corridor where
history is physically in front ofme.
Here aremany of the presses and
typesettingmachines that have
produced some of theworld’s
most important publications,
includingwork fromover 170
Nobel laureates.

Before I arrived I was prepared to
recount a straightforward history:
1534, Henry VIII granted letters
patent; 1583, Thomas Thomaswas
appointed University Printer; 1591,
John Legate printed the first
Cambridge Bible… but I soon
realise that, in fact, I am in a space
where every object has a story,

where themechanical, intellectual
and humanmeet, where
eccentricity and expertise combine
to create a time capsule. The
Cambridge University Press
Museum is a treasure trove that
bears witness to all manner of
human endeavour, from
discovering theworkings of the
universe to organising staff tea
breaks.

I ask Ros about JohnMilton’s
Lycidaswhichwas first published in
1638. I am taken to a cabinet,
where a facsimile of the page
showsMilton’s corrections (the
original is held in Cambridge
University Library). And there, near
the end of the poem isMilton’s
handwriting with a line inserted.
Here is one of England’s finest
poets revising at the lastmoment,
even as the poemgoes to press.

Ros explains that Cambridge
University Press is notable for its
insistence on quality: the paper, the
binding, the ink, the design. The
Press is a benchmark for
excellence, not only in scholarship
but in production standards.

To demonstrate her point, I am
taken to another cabinet. I am
looking at Baskerville, more
precisely, punches for a typeface
designed by University Printer,
John Baskerville that gave
distinction to the Folio Bible of
1763, described as “one of the
finest books ever to have been
printed in Britain”. The Bible sits
open nearby.

As Imake out that the punches of
various point sizes and cases spell
out “Baskerville Punches”, Ros tells
the story.

“The printing equipment was sold
to the French playwright, spy and
gun-runner, Beaumarchais. It was
active during and survived the
Revolution in Paris but fell into
disuse until extant parts were
returned to Cambridge by Charles
Peignot of the French foundry
Deberny and Peignot, in 1953.
Fortunately, there were enough
punches remaining to create the
display in front of you.”

Baskerville Punches: steel rods with a
letter carved backwards on its end,
driven into a plate of softermetal to
leave an impression of the letter.

by JohnHudsonAPUBLISHING FANTASIA

The Baskerville Bible of 1763

Newton’s PrincipiaMathematica, a
facsimile of the second edition,
published in 1713 by Cambridge
University Press
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Now I am inspecting a page of the
eleventh edition of the
Encyclopaedia Britannica, published
between 1910 and 1911. The
caption tells the story of how
Ernest Shackleton took the
eleventh edition on board his ship
Endurance on his ill-fated and now
legendary attempt to cross the
Antarctic continent. He knew it
would be a lifeline of entertainment
and education. Fire-damaged
pages from the Shackleton
expedition copy of the
encyclopaedia are held at the Polar
Museum in Cambridge.

Nearby is a complete set of the
eleventh edition, housed in its
original shelving that was, at that
time, sold alongwith the volumes.
Thesewere donated by an alumnus
of the University of Cambridge,
whowanted them to go to an
appropriate home.

“What is remarkable about this
museum,” explains Heidi, “is the
incredible involvement and
commitment of contributors,
volunteers and visitors since it
opened in 2011. These are not only
objects collected, but people’s
lives, their stories.”

The central reference point for all
these stories, their veracity, their
uniqueness and liveliness, is the
three-volumeAHistory of
CambridgeUniversity Presswritten
byDavidMcKitterick, another
benchmark of quality and design.
Indeed, Ros has cause to refer to it
several times duringmy visit. She
does so at the very large desk
which belonged to legendary
editor, Michael Black andwhich
now offers a focal point for
discussion in themuseum.

“This desk hasmany stories to tell,”
says Ros. “You see, there is room
for two people seated here, facing
each other. It was at this desk that
a junior editor would sit andwatch
and learn as the publishermade
decisions affecting publications. It

was over this desk that the
expertise and vision of the
publishing housewas passed on.”

The care and commitment
invested in learning the craft is
delightfully embodied in the annual
production of theChristmas Book,
presents for colleagues, associates
and customers that the Press
produced each Yule between 1930
to 1973.

Executed by apprentices working
alongside experts, the slim
volumes display excellence in
typography, book production and
design to their no-doubt delighted
recipients. Subjects range from
aspects of printing to Cambridge’s
bridges orWaterways of the Fens.
As I look through a pile of them
seated atMichael Black’s desk, I
pick out the 1954 edition, a reprint
of Voltaire’s Essay onMilton, set in
Baskerville. I discover that it was in
order to print this, the only work
written by Voltaire in English, that
Beaumarchais purchased the
Baskerville typeface nearly two
hundred years earlier. I feel I have
come full circle.

I ask Heidi and Ros for another
story, the story of how this
remarkablemuseum came about.

“We realised that as theworld of
printing and publishing changed
and new technologies andmeans
of communicationwere
introduced, wewere in danger of
quite simply throwing out somuch
of our history, of our identity, and
with that would disappear all the
characters and stories that have
made the Press the colourful and
vibrant place it has always been.”

Ros says that she sent out an email
which said: “be careful what you
throw away.”Within days, boxes of
artefacts began arriving in her
office. She reflects, with some
amusement, she salved the
conscience ofmany, becoming the

arbiter of the destiny of somany
artefacts and papers.

“If something valuable was thrown
away, it meant the archivist was to
blame. I had to read and inspect
everything!”

After such a remarkable
compendiumof characters and
tales, I finishmy visit by asking
about the future. It is no surprise to
hear that this is a publishing and
printing housewhich has its eye
focused on developing skills and
talent. Heidi manages the Press
apprenticeship programmes that
look to build on a prestigious past.
Ros explains:

“The Press has always employed
apprentices, andwe have an
apprenticeship indenture for John
Dean Rumsey dated 26November
1887 in the Press Archive. It was
given by his descendant who
visited the PressMuseum.”

Heidi adds: “Apprenticeships are
playing a big part in helping us
attract diverse new talent into
publishing, and our apprentices are
bringing in fresh and innovative
thinking. Most of our apprentices
stay at the Press when they have
finished their apprenticeships and
have opportunities to continue
their development and gain
promotions.”

As I exit themuseum into the
corridor linedwith salvaged black
printing presses resembling
monumental sculptures, I feel sure
that both apprentices andmore
experienced professionals at
Cambridge University Press will
continue the tradition of excellence
in publishing and provide
remarkable stories to be housed,
one day, in thismuseum.

More at: www.cambridge.org.
NOTE: Visit, interview and photography
undertaken in February 2020 before the
introduction of social distancing and PPE
regulations.

Heidi Mulvey and RosGrooms.

AMap of the Antarctic, taken by
Shackleton on his expedition

Voltaire’s Essay onMilton, the 1954
Christmas Book

www.bdslive.com/bdslife-magazine-sign-up
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On 1 February 1995, Bibliographic Data Services
Limited (BDS) commenced trading. The objective of
the companywas to supplymetadata to libraries for
UK publishing.

AsManagingDirector, LesleyWhyte, said 25 years to
the day later, at an event held tomark the anniversary,
“Tonight is about celebrating the people, past and
present, who have contributed to the success of BDS:
our advisors, our customers, our suppliers, butmost of
all, our staff. Thanks to their talent, vision, dedication
and professionalism, we have created services that
have transformed our industry.”

BDSwas a digital disruptor before the termwas
commonly used. The internet offered the opportunity
for speedy data exchange at distance, replacing
existing slow andmanual processes. As a start-up,
BDSwas free to innovate and devise services that
replaced traditional models. It meant that libraries
could achieve savings by purchasingmetadata to order
and catalogue stock.

Credibility
BDS quickly gained
custom, notably with the
British Library where it
won the contract to
supplymetadata for the
Catalogue in Publication
(CiP) programme, which it
has held ever since. The
contract gave BDS’s
service credibility and
announced the
company’s arrival to a
worldwide audience as a
supplier of English
languagemetadata for
libraries.

As customgrew so success
was built upon investment
in staff numbers and training, and in systems and
hardware. To this day these are key to the success of
BDS.

However, flexibility towards a changingmarket has also
been amajor feature in enabling BDS to grow and
prosper.

In 2002, a plan to introduce a licensing scheme for
public libraries was introduced after consultations with
customers, stakeholders, industry bodies and
professional representatives.

The success of the licensing scheme transformed the
company. The cost to individual subscribers ismodest,
and the service important, so, today, all local
authorities subscribe to the service. This allowed the
company to invest further in products and services to
meet library requirements.

The first BDS newsletter,
published in 1997

BDSCELEBRATES 25 YEARSThe BDS staffwith Directors (left to right)
Barry Smith, LesleyWhyte, Eric Green
and Sarah Armitage, 2011

25 years, 60 staff, one of Scotland’s digital success stories – 2020 is a year to celebrate BDS,
supplier ofmetadata andweb services to the book trade across the UK and internationally.

BDS at the British Library, signing the CIP contract, 1996
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The Total Database
A series of acquisitions, including filmmetadata
aggregator Parafax in 2002,music records from
Entertainment UK in 2008, and a further deal with a
supplier of computer gamesmetadata, allowed BDS to
form the “total entertainment database”.

Expansion continuedwith the purchase of Ehaus in
2004, a companywhich providedwebsites to
publishers, andWeesleekit, a design company, in 2011.
These companies were amalgamated into the trading
division BDSDigital in 2016.

Strengthening its relationship with publishers and the
book trade further, BDS invested in a daily e-zine,
BookBrunch in 2011. The technology onwhich
BookBrunch runs is supplied by BDSDigital.

Relationships and Standards
BDSworks closely with publishers, the key source of
themetadata that BDS produces.

When the company began, this informationwas
supplied on paper. Today, almost all sourcemetadata is
supplied electronically, to which the company adds
value, and delivers daily to customers. Thismigration
fromphysical to digital has also allowed the collection
of digital information, including digital identifiers for
books, film,music and computer games.

Also vital to the continued success of BDS is
maintaining a closeworking relationship with
professional bodies and organisations such as CILIP
(Chartered Institute of Library Professionals), BASE
(British Association for Screen Entertainment) and
FACT (Federation Against Copyright Theft).

BDS contributes expertise and staff to assist with the
development andmaintenance of international
metadata standards on committees such as those
convened for RDA (Resource, Description, Access),
EDUG (EuropeanDeweyUser Group) andMDG
(Metadata Discovery Group, formerly CIG), as well as
BIC (Book Industry Communication).

Through these associations, BDS not only keeps
abreast of all the latest developments inmetadata

theory and creation but also plays an active role in
determining its direction in the future.

Core Values
BDS prides itself on its professional and ethical
approach towork. Customer service is given the
highest priority. Emphasis is placed on staff training in
“The BDSMethod”, and all staff, both in theData and
Digital divisions, become expert practitioners in their
field.

However, it is not all work and no play. BDS has been
active in its sponsorship of cultural, social and
educational projects, including seven successive
seasons of Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre company
performing in the grounds of TheCrichton, Dumfries,
where the BDS offices are situated.

It has also sponsoredWaltham Forest, the London
Borough of Culture in 2019, Absolute Classics, a
Dumfries andGalloway classical music festival and
Cash for Kids, a Scottish initiative to raise funds to
assist children’s charities, as well as theDa Vinci
Challenge, an international educational project, for
which BDSDigital also provided thewebsite.

BDSworks closely with the universities of Glasgow
andWest of Scotland and has sponsored projects,
undertaken guest lectureships,mentored students
and employed graduates of these institutions.

In its 25-year history, BDS has demonstrated
remarkable tenacity and ingenuity, developing services
that are vital to its customers and their success and it
plans to continue doing so far into the future.

Donald Dewar, Scotland’s First Minister, visits BDS in 2000

JennyWright, today’s Chief MetadataOfficer, working with
Eric Green in 1996

The BDS team at the beginningwww.bdslive.com/bdslife-magazine-sign-up



“The Page to Pavement project and exhibitions have attracted somany people into the
library,” said Jack Perridge, Librarian atWalthamstowCentral Library.
Hewas standing beside an incredible ship that had “sailed” – with the help of local muscle – up
WalthamstowHigh Street, to dock in the foyer of the library. A re-imagining of the boat in Benji Davies’
Grandad’s Island, it was constructed by local residents as part of the Page to Pavement project that ran in
the latter stages ofWaltham Forest’s London Borough of Culture year-long celebrations.
The ambitious project was developed andmanaged by Artillery, and sponsored by BDS. Libraries across
the boroughwere filled with sculptures, images, stories and events that presented thework of local
people fromdiverse backgrounds, all with amazing stories to tell.

In Leyton Library, people were asked to offer images or stories about far-away places that relate to their
families or their own past.

by JohnHudsonLIBRARIESALIVEWITHCOLOUR
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HomeThoughts fromAbroad

Artist Kirsten Schmidt, who is based inWaltham Forest, worked
with local people to create a single artwork via a project called
“The Ancestors” that explored the themes of immigration and
integration.

9

Hale End LibraryWent Bird Crazy

Chingford Library Explored Immigration

As the year of culture, celebratingWalthamForest’s
ethnic and cultural diversity, came to an end, Leader of
WalthamForest Council, Clare Coghill, said: “I’d like to
say a great big thank you to everyonewho helpedmake
our year such a huge success. I’m delighted to saywe
reached our target of 85 percent of residents joining in
the thousands of events throughout the 12months.”
Herwordswere accompanied by a promise to spend an
extra £3.3million on libraries in the borough.
“I’m delighted thatWalthamForest Council is investing
somuch in our libraries,” said Councillor Paul Douglas,
CabinetMember for Culture in the Council. “We know
our residents value these vital community hubs around
the borough.”

www.bdslive.com/bdslife-magazine-sign-up



Wemay have been denied in-the-flesh festivals this summer but BDS sponsored one in a
series of virtual concert broadcasts thatmade up the Absolute Classics Festival.
The concerts were premiered on YouTube and Facebook between July 31 and August 9 and featured
artists who had originally been booked to visit Dumfries but whowere forced to stay at home at locations
around theworld due to the COVID-19 crisis. All the concerts are still available to view online.
BDS sponsored Filip Pogady in an exhilarating performance of Bach’s second Partita for violin recorded in
Los Angeles and broadcast on Saturday, August 8, the culmination of the Absolute Classics Festival. In
the first week after the broadcast, the concert had attracted 11,000 views on Facebook.

Other performers taking part in the ten-day online
festival included tenor Nicky Spence, saxophonist
HuwWiggin, flautist StephenClark, harpist Oliver
Wass, pianists Anna Fedorova, Oxana Shevchenko,
TimAbel and John Lenehan, and cellists Kisten
Jenson and Benedict Kloeckner.
“As the UK’s foremost supplier of classical music and
book information to public libraries andwebsites the
length and breadth of the UK, BDS is proud of its
associationwith Absolute Classics whose values of

quality and excellence in content and delivery it shares wholeheartedly,” says LesleyWhyte, Managing
Director of BDS. “In these difficult times, the internet, themedium that enabled BDS to achieve its
success, is now enabling Absolute Classics to reach the audiences it so deserves.”
Concerts can be enjoyed free of chargewhile donations in lieu of buying a ticket can bemade to assist
with Absolute Classics’ ongoing educational and year-round fund-raising concerts.
“I am delighted and thrilled by the generosity of our supporters and the public who have helped Absolute
Classics to create performance opportunities for professional artists and deliver thrillingmusical
experiences for audienceswhen live events cannot take place,” says AlexMcQuiston, Artistic Director of
Absolute Classics. “BDS has proved a staunch supporter, providing both financial backing and technical
support in the formof ourmagnificent website whereby people can discover all thewonderful
performances and events Absolute Classics organises.”
Front row seats for all the concerts are still online on YouTube or Facebook. Find outmore at
www.absoluteclassics.co.uk.

Violinist Filip Pogady performed Bach
at this year’s virtual Absolute Classics Festival
sponsored by BDS
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